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“The mission of the IEEE History Committee is to further the preservation, research, and dissemination
of information about the history of electrical science and technology, and in particular the technological 
and organizational  history of IEEE, its members, and their professions, in order to increase  awareness 
and understanding of the role of engineering and technology in the improvement of the quality of life for 
people throughout the world.”

—IEEE History Center
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Agenda:

• Inspiration (125th Anniversary Year)

• Accomplishments of the  Area Sections

• Professional Resources• Professional Resources

• Moving the IEEE Timeline Forward

• Questions
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Inspiration for the History Project
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During IEEE’s 125th anniversary last year, the National Capital Area organized 

and participated in several successful programs and activities, including:

•IEEE GHN Digital Archive of the Washington Section  
http://www.ieeeghn.org/wiki/index.php/IEEE_Washington_Section_History 
http://www.ieeeghn.org/wiki/index.php/Archives:Washington_Section_Archives

•Seminars -
•125th Anniversary Program at VT Advanced Research Institute

2009 – A Historic Year for the NCA IEEE Programs

•125th Anniversary Program at VT Advanced Research Institute
•History of Technical Societies Conference (Philadelphia, on IEEE Xplore)
•History of IEEE SCANNER
•History of the Washington Section,University of District of Columbia
•The History of Electrical Technology in 1884

(Devry University)

•Press Release and Articles
•Multiple SCANNER stories
•Write-up from IEEE History Network

•Chapter / Member Response
•Montgomery Community College - Poster for 2009 Banquet
•IEEE-USA events (and House Proclamation for 125th Anniversary)

•Time Capsule (125th Anniversary Program)
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HR 413 – Congressional Recognition 

**
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Where we came from - as an organization ** –

• The origins of IEEE are in the American Institute of Electrical 
Engineers (AIEE, founded 1884) and the Institute of Radio Engineers 
(IRE, founded 1912) which merged into the IEEE

• The AIEE scope spanned wired communications (telegraph and 
telephony), and light and power systems. 

• IRE focus was on (wireless) radio engineering technologies (and was • IRE focus was on (wireless) radio engineering technologies (and was 
the product of a merger of the Society of Wireless and Telegraph 
Engineers and the Wireless Institute). 

• With the rise of electronics in the 1930s, “electronics” engineers joined 
IRE, but the applications of electron tube technology became so 
extensive that the technical boundaries differentiating the IRE and the 
AIEE became difficult to distinguish. 

• The two organizations formally merged, and incorporated in New York, 
as the IEEE on January 1, 1963. 

** (Dr. Federica Darema – 2009 NCA Banquet Keynote Address)
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Where we came from… and what does 

that foretell for where we are going?

• IEEE's Constitution defines the purposes of the organization as "scientific and educational, 
directed toward the advancement of the theory and practice of electrical, electronics, 
communications and computer engineering, as well as computer science, the allied branches of 
engineering and the related arts and sciences." 

– In pursuing these goals, IEEE serves as a major publisher of scientific journals and 
conference organizer; sponsors or cosponsors more than 850 international technical 
conferences each year

– IEEE is a leading developer of industrial standards (over 900 active industry standards) in a 
broad range of disciplines, including electrical power and energy, biomedical technology 
and healthcare, information technology, information assurance, telecommunications, 
consumer electronics, transportation, aerospace, and nanotechnologies

– IEEE develops and participates in educational activities such as accreditation of electrical 
engineering programs in institutes of higher learning

• The IEEE logo has a diamond-shaped design 

One interpretation: “illustrates the right-hand-grip-rule” (Wiki)
Another one: Looks to me like the “electron-spin” (FD)
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(some)Technological Milestones through the time… 

1775 – industrial steam engine

1820 – the industrial revolution begins

1843 – long distance telegraph

1860 – internal combustion engine

1876 – telephone

1879 – the electric light

1882 – electric automobile

1884 – the dawn of IEEE!

1952 – optical fiber 

1957 – launch of Sputnik1 (Oct 4)

1957 – launch of Sputnik2(dog/Laika; Nov3)

1959 – integrated circuit

1960 – laser

1961 – first (hu)man in space (April 12)

1961 – first American in space (May 5)

1963 – first woman in space (June 16)

1969 – landing humans on the moon & back to earth

… Unprecedented and Accelerating Innovation Pace over the Last 150 Years …

1885 – first gasoline-powered automobile

1886 – electric power distribution

1903 – airplane

1930 – first TV broadcast

1942 – nuclear reactor 

1946 – 1st electronic computer (ENIAC)

1969 – landing humans on the moon & back to earth

1971 – microprocessor

1973 - cellphone

1977 – MRI

1983 – portable computer (laptop)

1990 – internet (search engine)

1994 – Netscape (web browser)

1998 – SpaceStation assembly begins

2000 – first silicon chip artificial retina implantation

2004 – first human x-plant of bio-eng airway tissue

2008 – ORNL Jaguar Supercomputer over PFlops 

…spanning space-time … from the angstrom, 

to acres, to light-years…
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Accomplishments of the Area Sections

Earliest surviving Bulletin in NCA archive
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Montgomery College – 125th Anniversary Poster
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AIEE Scrapbook – 50 Years of Society Leadership
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NCA History - Professional Resources

Events and Tools That Launched our Program

• Washington Section Centennial Celebration (2002)

• IEEE-USA Annual Meeting (SLC – 2009)

• IEEE History Center – Global History Network

• History of Technical Societies Conference

• WikiMedia, Oral Histories and Student Chapters

• SCANNER Newsletter and Archives
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Washington Section Chairs and Officers  2003
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IEEE Global History Network – Washington Section Archives
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WikiMedia Tools
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IEEE Global History Network –

Washington Section (1903-2000)
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IEEE History Center Newsletter  – November 2009 
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Moving the IEEE Timeline Forward

Was the 125th Anniversary Just a Haley’s Comet Event?

• Establishing Section Archives (UDC)

• Encouraging Member Participation !!

• Building the Digital Library – Global History Network

• Innovations with History Projects – NCA Contest

• SCANNER – NCA History Challenge

• NoVa Historical Archives
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NBS 1903 – Dr. F.A. Wolff (1st Chair of the AIEE) –

NCA History Challenge (Nov. 2009)

“The In response to the History Challenge on p. 5 of the November-December Scanner, an anonymous reader identified 

the laboratory experiment being performed by Dr. F. A. Wolff in a 1903 photo. “Dr. Wolff, the man at the right in the picture

at is operating an oil bath maintained at a particular temperature while observing a temperature gauge graduated 
to tenths of a degree in order to measure the temperature response of several Weston cells, used to calibrate voltmeters 

at the time,” the reader wrote. “His colleague may be crafting the mercurial thermometers used in the experiment, and 

undoubtedly resting his eyes for the next batch of measurements he was to take following Dr. Wolff.  Apparently Dr. 
Wolff was one of the first  to make use of least squares fitting to produce a calibration curve, a result of this 
experiment”.  (Available on Wikipedia - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weston_cell)

Weston Cell Illustration
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IEEE National Capital Area
History of Technical Societies Competition

Examples
This page displays examples of various types of history projects. For 
detailed informaton about the IEEE National Capital Area History of 
Technical Societies Competition, see the Contest page.
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NoVa Historical Archives - 1979
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Moving the IEEE Timeline Forward

References:  

• IEEE History Center –

http://www.ieee.org/web/aboutus/history_center

http://www.ieee.org/portal/cms_docs_iportals/iportals/aboutus/history_center/newsletters

(see November 2009 Edition)

• IEEE Global History Network• IEEE Global History Network

http://www.ieeeghn.org/wiki/index.php/Main_Page

http://www.ieeeghn.org/wiki/images/6/68/Labpic.jpg

• NCA History of Technical Societies Contest

http://ewh.ieee.org/r2/washsec/historycontest.html

• Thomas – Digital Library of Congress (HR 413) –

http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/z?c111:H.RES.413:

• National Science Digital Library

http://nsdl.org/collection/history-science-technology/
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Questions?
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Thank You! Thank You! 


